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WIMPDirect WIMP Detection needs
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• Ability to see low energy WIMP induced recoils

• Radiogenically pure

• Low threshold 


• Ability to distinguish nuclear recoils

• Difference between electronic recoils & nuclear recoils

• Difference between alphas and nuclear recoils


• Shielding from radiogenic and cosmogenic backgrounds

• Position reconstruction and fiducialization


• Detector stability for annual and diurnal modulation

Direct Detection Needs
- Ability to see low energy WIMP induced recoils 

- Radiogenically pure 

- Low threshold 

- Ability to distinguish nuclear recoils 

- Difference between electronic recoils & nuclear recoils  

- Difference between alphas and nuclear recoils 

- Shielding from radiogenic and cosmogenic backgrounds  

- Position reconstruction and fiducialization  

- Detector stability for annual and diurnal modulation

!4
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Next Generation Dark Matter
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Cryogenic detectors: 
Low thresholds, 
High energy resolution

Liquid Noble Detectors: 
high mass, low background
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2-Phase Xenon Experiments
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Principle

E
ionization

excitation

Xe++ e−

+Xe

Xe
+
2

+e−

Xe∗∗+XeXe∗

+Xe

Xe∗2

2Xe

178 nm
singlet (3 ns)

2Xe

178 nm
triplet (27 ns)

! Bottom PMT array below cathode, fully immersed in LXe
to efficiently detect scintillation signal (S1).

! Top PMTs in GXe to detect the proportional signal (S2).

! Distribution of the S2 signal on top PMTs gives xy

coordinates while drift time measurement provides z

coordinate of the event.

! Ratio of ionization and scintillation (S2/S1) allows dis-
crimination between electron and nuclear recoils.

Guillaume Plante - XENON - DM2010 - February 26, 2010

- Ratio of S2/S1 gives 
particle type. 

- Time between S2 and S1 
gives the depth. 

- xy-position reconstructed 
from phototube hit 
pattern.
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XENON1T - LUX - PandaX-II
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dark matter search

dark matter search

NR calibration 
252Cf

ER calibration 
60Co & 137Cstritiated methane 

DD neutrons

dark matter search

 See Talk: Ning Zhou See Talk:  Julien Masbou
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XENON 1T
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- New results based on 1 tonne year exposure 
- Results interpreted with unbinned profile likelihood analysis  
- No 3-σ excess at any WIMP mass, background-only hypothesis 

accepted (p-value is 0.41 at 50 GeV, and 0.22 at 200 GeV) 

RESULTS AFTER UNBLINDING

STATISTICAL INTERPRETATION
▸ ER & surface background shape parameters included in the likelihood 

▸ Safeguard to protect against background mis-modelling (N. Priel et al., JCAP 5, 2017)  

▸ No 3-σ excess at any WIMP mass, background-only hypothesis accepted (p-value is 
0.41 at 50 GeV, and 0.22 at 200 GeV)

�48

Probability that the no-signal hypothesis could have 
produced a dataset at least as “extreme” (in terms of log 
likelihood ratio)

Background and 200 GeV WIMP signal best-fit 
predictions compared to data in 1.3 t and 0.9 t

Baudis, KITP 2018
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- XENONnT: 2019 8t, 4t fiducial  

- PandaX-4T: 2020 4t

Future in XENON
- Results from running experiments and secondary results from those completed 

- Experiments are staged to make progress with sensitivity towards the neutrino 
background.

!9

PandaX-4T

- LZ:2020 10t, 5.6t fiducial 

- DARWIN:2024 50t fiducial

XENONnT

LZ

DARWIN
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The Case for Low Mass Dark Matter
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US Cosmic Visions:  arXiv:1707.04591

- Much work has gone into looking for the canonical WIMP 
- No evidence from direct searches and no evidence of SUSY 

from LHC 
- If we broaden our thoughts and loosen our cosmology or theory 

priors, we still have reasonable dark matter candidates — many 
with lower masses!

Mass Range for dark matter and mediator force candidates.
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Standard iZIP Mode:

CDMSlite HV Mode:

3

CDMSlite Detection Principle

lite: low ionization threshold experiment

Standard iZIP mode

Primary phonon and ionization signal:

=> allows NR/ER discrimination.

CDMSlite: HV mode

e-/h+ produce extra phonons as they drift to electrodes: Neganov-Trofimov-Luke 

phonons (NTL).

#NTL phonons ∾ V
bias

:

=> large V
bias

 yields large phonon amplification of ionization signal.

NTL amplification enables very low thresholds => low WIMP masses.

Trade-off: NTL phonons mix ionization and phonon signal => no NR/ER discrimination.

NR, ER: Nuclear Recoil, Electron Recoil

- Primary (prompt) phonon 
and ionization signals allow 
for discrimination between 
NR and ER events SuperCDMS Detector Technology: HV (CDMSlite)

How does it work?

Already achieved 56 eVee threshold!

Downside: No background rejection

Soudan CDMSlite Run 2 result (arXiv 1509.02448)

12

e-

h+

E 
field

Prompt 
phonons

Luke 
phonons

Luke 
phonons

Phonon energy = Erecoil + ELuke

Status Review July 2017

Ge activation peaks clearly visible at low energy

CDMSlite technique 

provides sensitivity to 

low-mass WIMPS

total phonon  
energy primary recoil 

energy

Luke phonon  
energy

Et = Er +NeheVb

- Drifting electrons across a potential (V) 
generates a large number of phonons 
(Luke phonons).  

- Enables very low thresholds!
- Trade-off:  No NR/ER discrimination

!11

SuperCDMS

!11 11
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SuperCDMS Detector Advantages
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High Voltage => Low Threshold iZIPs=> Low Background
- Ultra high resolution indirect 
charge measurement  

- Thresholds 75 eVee and 56 eVee 
- No yield or detector face 
discrimination 

- High resolution phonon and 
charge readout  

- All surface and ER 
backgrounds above few keV 
removed (red dots)

PRL 116, 071301, 2016

Soudan iZIP Surface Calibration 

!   65,000 beta events and 15,000 206Pb 
recoils analyzed 

!   No surface events leaking into 67% 
fiducial volume 

!   Limits surface event leakage to 
<2x10-5 at 90% CL 
!   80,000:1 rejection required for SNOLAB 
!   0/80,000 passing cuts in these data 

!   Ionization collection at the surface is 
significantly improved over CDMS-II 
detectors 

210Pb$
22$y$

210Bi$
5$d$

210Po$
0.4$y$

206Pb$
stable$

63.5$keV$βI$ 1.16$MeV$βI$
Type% E%[keV]% P%[%]%

βI$ 17$ 84$

βI$ 63.5$ 16$

Aug$E$ 8.2$ 37$

CE$ 30.2$ 60$

CE$ 42.5$ 14$

XIray$ ~10.8$ 24$

XIray$ 46.5$ 4$

5.3$MeV$α$,$
105$ke

V$2
06Pb$ 210Pb$is$a$ubiquitous$background$

because$it$is$the$longIlived$222Rn$
daughter.$$The$extraordinary$detail$
collected$on$this$background$in$CDMS$
iZIPs$provides$important$background$
informaCon.$$$$SuperCDMS - Jeter Hall - Closing in on Dark Matter 9 

APL 103, 164105 (2013)
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Prototype HVeV Detector
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- Single-hole e/h-pair resolution devices will 
have sensitivity to a variety of sub-GeV DM 
models with g*d exposures 

- 0.93 g Si crystal (1 x 1x 0.4 cm3) operated at 
33-36 mK at a surface test facility. 

- Exposure:  0.49 gram-days (16.1 hours) 

- operation voltage: 140 V 

- energy resolution: σph ~ 14 eV 

- charge resolution: σeh ~ 0.1 e-h+ 

- Calibrations with in-run monochromatic 650 
nm laser. 

- Data selection criteria were applied to remove 
periods of poor detector performance.

arXiv:  1804.10697
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SuperCDMS Results
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as described in Ref. [4], from which we also adopted the
nominal photoelectric cross sections [15].

In order to project an absorption event of known en-
ergy into our measured signal space, we adopted an ion-
ization production model that is consistent with experi-
mental measurements [16–18] and has the following mean
neh:

hneh(E�)i =

8
><

>:

0 E� < Egap

1 Egap < E� < ✏eh
E�/✏eh ✏eh < E�

(2)

where Egap = 1.12 eV and ✏eh = 3.8 eV [19]. The prob-
ability distributions in the first two cases are delta func-
tions. In the third case, we generated discrete distribu-
tions with an arbitrary Fano factor, F , by interpolating
between binomial distributions with the same hnehi, but
di↵erent integer number of trials. For the sensitivities
shown we use the measured high energy F of 0.155 [20].
We also vary the F used in the ionization model from
its lowest mathematically possible value to 1 to estimate
our sensitivity to the unmeasured ionization distribution
width at low energies. Finally, we convolved the pre-
dicted e�h+ pair spectrum with the experimental reso-
lution of 0.1 e�h+ pairs. An example of a dark photon
signal (mV = 9.4 eV, "e↵ = 5 · 10�13) with this ion-

ization model applied is superimposed on the measured
spectrum in Fig. 3.

The signal induced by ERDM was calculated accord-
ing to the formalism in Ref. [3] in which scattering rates
accounting for band structure in Si are tabulated for sig-
nal modeling. The di↵erential scattering rate is given by
the function

dR

d lnER
= Vdet

⇢DM

m�

⇢Si
2mSi

�̄e↵
m2

e

µ2
�

Icrystal(Ee;F�) (3)

where �̄e↵ encodes the e↵ective DM-SM coupling, µ� is
the reduced mass of the DM-electron system, and Icrystal
is the scattering integral over phase space in the crystal
(as defined in Ref. [3]). We integrated this di↵erential
spectrum with Eq. 2 to get the expected quantized spec-
trum, applying the same energy resolution smearing as
for the dark photon signal.

We determined 90% upper confidence limits from our
data without background subtraction using the optimum
interval method [21, 22], with the modification that we
removed regions of the data > 2� from the quantization
peaks. Given that both of the DM candidates studied in
this paper produced quantized signals, this ensured that
the optimum interval method considered only the data
likely to resemble the signals studied. Figure 4 shows
the optimum interval limits for dark photon absorption
and ERDM coupling via light and heavy mediators. The
salmon-colored band around the exclusion limit repre-
sents the sensitivity to details of the photoelectric cross-

FIG. 4. Limits on dark photon absorption compared to the
results from DAMIC, XENON10 and XENON100 [7, and
references therein] (top) and limits on ERDM compared to
the XENON10 results [8] for heavy (middle) and light medi-
ators (bottom). The red line is the limit curve with a Fano
factor of 0.155. The salmon colored region indicates the sys-
tematic uncertainties due to varying the Fano factor in the
ionization model between the lowest mathematically possible
value and 1, as well as from uncertainties in the photoelectric
cross section for dark photon absorption. For signal models
as well as additional astrophysical constraints, see Ref. [1].

section (below 3 eV, visible for dark photons only) and
the choice of Fano factor.
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section (below 3 eV, visible for dark photons only) and
the choice of Fano factor.

- 90% CL w/o background 
subtraction using optimum 
interval method. 

- Systematics include varying Fano 
factor, and uncertainties in 
photoelectric cross section

Fano factor 0.155
Systematics

Dark Photon Absoption ERDM Heavy Mediator

ERDM Light Mediator
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Future:  CDMSlite Run 3

- Improved analysis techniques  

- Improving detector response and 
background modeling 

- Data blinded by “salting” fake 
signal-like events into data  

- Likelihood estimate allows some 
background rejection  

- Expect factor ~3 improvement over 
previous results

!15

See Talk: William Page

New Result  Release Anticipated Wednesday!
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SuperCDMS SNOLAB
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60 cm water 
20 cm Pb 
30 cm HDPE

Outer 10 cm: new lead 
9 cm < 19 Bq/kg 210Pb 
1 cm < 0.08 Bq/kg 210Pb 

Fridge, cryostat capable of 31 towers, nominal 15 mK 

Initial payload 4 towers, each w/6 detectors: 
2 HV (4 Ge + 2 Si) 
2 iZIP (6 Ge & 4 Ge + 2 Si)
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CRESST-III detectors 

M. Mancuso 13

Introduction Conclusions

Scintillating 24 g CaWO4 crystals as target
•Cryogenic detector T0≈10mK
•W-TES sensor for T read-out

T0

CaWO4

χ

Light detector SOS
•Cryogenic detector T0≈10mK
•W-TES sensor for T read-out

T0

The CRESST experiment going 
to low mass DM search

CRESST-III detectors 
explained

Performance 
of CRESST-III

29th Rencontres de Blois

CRESST III

!17

- Scintillating 24 g CaWO4 crystals as target collect 
both phonon and scintillating signals. 

- Tungsten TES reads out phonon signal 

- Light absorber (Si on sapphire) collects 
scintillation signal.
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Particle Identification
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The scintillation light is particle dependent!

Discrimination between 
- electron recoils  

(radioactive background) 
- nuclear recoils  

(potential DM signal)

e-/γ

α
O
Ca
W
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Recent Detector Progress
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New Optimized Detector Design for Low Mass

reflective and scintillating housing

block-shaped target crystal 
(with TES)

light detector (with TES)

instrumented CaWO4 sticks 
(with holding clamps and TES)

- Cuboid crystal (20 mm x 20 mm x 10 mm) ~ 24 g 
- Goal: detection threshold of 𝟏𝟎𝟎𝐞𝐕 
- Self-grown crystal with low total background of ~3 keV−1kg−1d-1  [1-40 keV] 
- Veto against surface related background: fully scintillating housing  and 

instrumented sticks (“iSticks”)
H. Kluck - UCLA 2018
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First Results Lower Threshold
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DARK MATTER DATA

July 27, 2018 Florian Reindl - HEPHY & TU Vienna 24

e/g

O
W

Acceptance region fixed before unblinding

99.5 % W recoils above

50 % O recoils below

445 events
Reindl, IDM 2018

DETECTOR A
= LOWEST THRESHOLD IN CRESST-III PHASE 1 

July 27, 2018 Florian Reindl - HEPHY & TU Vienna 16

Data taking period:                                                  10/2016 – 01/2018
Non-blind data (dynamically growing): 20% randomly selected
Target crystal mass: 23.6g
Gross exposure (before cuts): 5.7 kg days
Nuclear recoil threshold: 30.1 eV
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CRESST III Preliminary Results

!21

COMPARISON TO TAUP2017

July 27, 2018 Florian Reindl - HEPHY & TU Vienna 35

IDM2018

TAUP2017 Reindl, IDM 2018
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CRESST Plans

-2nd data run began in June 
2018 

-Upgraded detector modules 
with hardware dedicated to 
understanding backgrounds

!22

SECOND CRESST-III RUN 06/2018: JUST STARTING

July 27, 2018 Florian Reindl - HEPHY & TU Vienna 31

Upgraded detector modules with 

dedicated hardware changes to 

understand backgrounds

Key innovation 

New feature Active magnetic field compensation 

with three air coils for x,y & z-axes
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DAMA/LIBRA
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To point out the presence of the signal the time behaviour of the exper-
imental residual rates of the single-hit scintillation events for DAMA/NaI
and DAMA/LIBRA–phase1 in the (2–6) keV energy interval is plotted in
Fig. 1. The χ2 test excludes the hypothesis of absence of modulation in the

Figure 1: Experimental residual rate of the single-hit scintillation events
measured by DAMA/LIBRA–phase1 in the (2–6) keV energy interval as
a function of the time. The data points present the experimental errors
as vertical bars and the associated time bin width as horizontal bars. The
superimposed curves are the cosinusoidal functions behaviors A cosω(t−t0)
with a period T = 2π

ω
= 1 yr, a phase t0 = 152.5 day (June 2nd) and

modulation amplitudes, A, equal to the central values obtained by best fit
on these data points and those of DAMA/NaI. The dashed vertical lines
correspond to the maximum expected for the DM signal (June 2nd), while
the dotted vertical lines correspond to the minimum.

data: χ2/d.o.f. = 83.1/50 for the (2–6) keV energy interval (P-value = 2.2×
10−3). When fitting the single-hit residual rate of DAMA/LIBRA–phase1
together with the DAMA/NaI ones, with the function: A cos ω(t − t0),
considering a period T = 2π

ω
= 1 yr and a phase t0 = 152.5 day (June

2nd) as expected by the DM annual modulation signature, the following
modulation amplitude is obtained: A = (0.0110 ± 0.0012) cpd/kg/keV
corresponding to 9.2 σ C.L.. When the period, and the phase are kept
free in the fitting procedure, the modulation amplitude is (0.0112±0.0012)
cpd/kg/keV (9.3 σ C.L.), the period T = (0.998±0.002) year and the phase
t0 = (144 ± 7) day, values well in agreement with expectations for a DM
annual modulation signal. In particular, the phase is consistent with about
June 2nd and is fully consistent with the value independently determined
by Maximum Likelihood analysis [4]1. The run test and the χ2 test on the

1 For completeness, we recall that a slight energy dependence of the phase could be
expected in case of possible contributions of non-thermalized DM components to the
galactic halo, such as e.g. the SagDEG stream [28,30,31] and the caustics [32].

3

 Eur. Phys. J. C 73 (2013) 2648

- Signal observed over 13 cycles 
at 9.3 σ for single scatter events 
(good) in lowest energy bin. 

- No background/signal 
discrimination. 

- Debate over background or 
dark matter interpretation

Energy (keV)

S m
 (c

pd
/k

g/
ke

V
)

-0.05

-0.025

0

0.025

0.05
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Figure 8: Energy distribution of the Sm variable for the total cumulative exposure
1.33 ton×yr. The energy bin is 0.5 keV. A clear modulation is present in the lowest
energy region, while Sm values compatible with zero are present just above. In fact,
the Sm values in the (6–20) keV energy interval have random fluctuations around zero
with χ2 equal to 35.8 for 28 degrees of freedom (upper tail probability of 15%).

restored after the upgrade in 2008) x values – χ2/d.o.f. values ranging from 0.72 to
1.22 are obtained (see Fig. 10–top); they are all below the 95% C.L. limit. Thus the
observed annual modulation effect is well distributed in all the 25 detectors at 95%
C.L. The mean value of the 25 χ2/d.o.f. is 1.030, slightly larger than 1. Although
this can be still ascribed to statistical fluctuations (see before), let us ascribe it to a
possible systematics. In this case, one would derive an additional error to the modu-
lation amplitude measured in the (2–6) keV energy interval: ≤ 3× 10−4 cpd/kg/keV,
if quadratically combining the errors, or ≤ 2 × 10−5 cpd/kg/keV, if linearly com-
bining them. This possible additional error: ≤ 3% or ≤ 0.2%, respectively, on the
DAMA/LIBRA–phase1 modulation amplitude is an upper limit of possible systematic
effects coming from the detector to detector differences.

Among further additional tests, the analysis of the modulation amplitudes as a
function of the energy separately for the nine inner detectors and the remaining ex-
ternal ones has been carried out for the entire DAMA/LIBRA–phase1. The obtained
values are fully in agreement; in fact, the hypothesis that the two sets of modulation
amplitudes as a function of the energy belong to same distribution has been verified
by χ2 test, obtaining: χ2/d.o.f. = 3.9/4 and 8.9/8 for the energy intervals (2–4) and
(2–6) keV, respectively (∆E = 0.5 keV). This shows that the effect is also well shared
between inner and outer detectors.

Let us, finally, release the assumption of a phase t0 = 152.5 day in the procedure
to evaluate the modulation amplitudes. In this case the signal can be written as:

Sik = S0,k + Sm,k cosω(ti − t0) + Zm,k sinω(ti − t0) (1)

= S0,k + Ym,k cosω(ti − t∗).

For signals induced by DM particles one should expect: i) Zm,k ∼ 0 (because of
the orthogonality between the cosine and the sine functions); ii) Sm,k ≃ Ym,k; iii)
t∗ ≃ t0 = 152.5 day. In fact, these conditions hold for most of the dark halo models;
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10 - 30 keVnr (Na) 
30 - 120 keVnr (I)
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Figure 1: Size of integrated form factors
R 100MeV

0
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2qdqF (q2) for di↵erent nuclear responses,

weighted by the natural abundances of isotopes.
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proton neutron

proton neutron

EFT - Possible Dark Matter?

!24

~L

~L · ~S

What if the couplings are not simple spin-independent or the 
standard spin-dependent case through neutron or proton spin?

nuclear angular  
momentum

product of  
nuclear angular 
momentum & spin

Fitzpatrick et. al.  arXiv:1203.3542
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Bubble Chambers - PICO
- Bubble nucleation in superheated 

liquids, target can include spin-
dependent proton targets (F)  

- Gammas and betas do not cause 
bubbles, alphas discriminated with 
acoustic signal  

- PICO 60 recent combined results 
included 2571.2 kg-days exposure 
and two runs (3.39 keV and 2.45 keV 
thresholds).

- Results by several experiments rule out 
standard spin-dependent assumptions of 
dark matter interpretation of DAMA/
LIBRA.

!25
25"

SD'limits'

IDM2018"Brown"University"

27"

SI'limits'

IDM2018"Brown"University"

Neilson, IDM 2018
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Future PICO Plans

!262"

COUPP& PICO@2L&

PICO@60&

2013@17&@2012&

PICO@40L& PICO@500&

PICO'overview'

PICASSO&

Same	device,	beger	graphics	card	

4/24/17	 PICO-40L			-			SNOLAB	Gateway	Review	 15	

2018@&

IDM2018"Brown"University"

Clark, UCLA 2018

- PICO 40L coming online this summer (2018) with C3F8 
target and inverted vessel  

- PICO 500 scheduled to begin construction in 2019 
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Canfranc Gran Sasso
Yangyang

Worldwide NaI Efforts

!27

SABRE 
Gran Sasso & Australia

COSINE-100 
Yangyang

ANAIS  
Canfranc DAMA 

Gran Sasso

Picolon 
Kamioka

COSINUS  
Gran Sasso

Kamioka
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- COSINE 10 running since 
September 2016  

  
- ANAIS 112 started operations in 

August 2017 and will have 3σ 
significance after 5 years

Future in NaI

!28

See Talk: Pushparaj Adhikari

Cosine Projected Sensitivity

- SABRE 5 kg proof of principle starts 
this year (2018) 

- SABRE South (50 kg in Australia) 
scheduled to start in 2019) 

- DAMA/LIBRA has 3 (1 ton) R&D 
underway
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Conclusions
- There is a very large world-wide, multi-pronged approach for 

experimentally trying to directly detect the constituents of dark matter 
that includes a large variety of techniques and targets that compliment 
each other. 

- No compelling evidence for the detection of DM currently exists.  
However, there are perhaps tantalizing “hints” from indirect detection 
searches and the DAMA/LIBRA anomaly is not yet fully explained. 

- We are rapidly approaching the neutrino background. 

- Stay tuned!  Current experiments are producing results at a fast pace 
and larger, more sensitive experiments are soon to come online.

!29
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The Future is Bright!

!30
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